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ABSTRACT 
Let f be meromorphic in C, and analytic at 0, and let E,,,(r) denote the error of best rational 
approximation off by rational functions of type (n, n) on some small disc {z : ]z] 5 r}. We prove: 
(I) If limsup.,, E.,(r)““* < 1, then the Baker-Gammel-Wills conjecture is true for f. 
(II) If E,,(r)“(‘“+‘) is non-increasing inn, then 
(a) [n/n] has 5 21-t o(n2/] iogE,_r,,_r(r)() poles in ]z] 5 r iff has I poles there. 
(b) Iflim,,,infE,,(r) “n2 < 1, then the Baker-Gammel-Wills conjecture is true forf. 
(c) If f is entire and lim,,, sup&,,(r)““’ < 1, then the full diagonal sequence {[n/n]} con- 
verges pointwise to f. 
We also discuss some extensions and consequences of these results. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Recall that iff(z) = C?= , ,, ajz’ is a formal power series, then the [m/n] Pad& 
approximant to f is a rational function [m/n] = P/Q of type (m, n) with 
(fQ - P)(z) = O(Z’=+~+~). 
There are many unsolved problems in the convergence theory of Pad& approx- 
imants. (See [l], [2], [9], [12], [15], [16] for results and references.) One of the 
better known conjectures is the Baker-Gammel-Wills conjecture (BGW), 
which asserts that if f is analytic in ]zI < 1, then a subsequence of {[n/n]}:= 1 
should converge pointwise there. It has been proved [7] for ‘most’ entire func- 
tions in the sense of category, and also if the Maclaurin series coefficients {aj} 
off satisfy 
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In this paper, we prove a result, which shows that we may replace i by 1. Our 
hypothesis involves errors of best rational approximation: 
k(r) := inf{llf - ~IIL,~lZI 5r) : R of type h ~1). 
Theorem 1. Let f be meromorphic in @ and analytic at 0. Assume that for some 
o > 0, f is analytic in (z] < u, and 
(l) n+cC 
8 := limsupE,,(g)““’ < 1. 
Then there exists an infinite sequence S ofpositive integers uch that untformly in 
compact subsets of @ omitting poles off, 
?liEm,[n/n] = f. 
Here the limit is taken as n + co, n E S. 
In [8], we showed that for meromorphic f (and more generally for f in the 
Gonchar-Walsh class), a subsequence of the diagonal Pad& sequence {[n/n]}~= 1 
(and more generally ‘near-best’ approximants) has o(n) poles in each compact 
set. Here, under a regularity condition on the errors of best approximation, we 
can give a more quantitative formulation of this result: 
Theorem 2. Let f be meromorphic in @ and analytic at 0. Assume that for some 
u > 0, f is analytic in ]z( 5 o, andfor some no, the sequence {E,,(o)1’(2n+“}~Z, 
is non-increasing. 
(a) Let r > 0 and let 1 be the total multiplicity ofpoles off in ]z] 5 r. Then the 
total multiplicity ofpoles of [n/n] in (z] 5 r is as n --+ 00, at most 
(2) 
n2 
I lm%z,,-r(d 
(b) Ifalso 
(3) limi:f E,,,(o)“‘* < 1, 
then the conclusion of Theorem 1, namely BGK is true forf 
(c) Ifalso (1) h Id o s andf is entire, then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holdsfor S = 
{1,2,3,. . .}, that is {[n/n]}~=, converges untformly to f in compact subsets of @. 
Both theorems admit extensions, and we discuss these in Section 3. We 
present the proofs in Section 2. 
2. PROOFS 
We begin with some notation. Throughout, f is meromorphic in @, analytic 
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at 0, and is not a rational function; [rz/rr] = pn/qn is the (n, rr) Pad& approximant 
to f. Given r > 0, and g continuous on {z : IzI = r}, 
Ml, := l1811L.,(,z,=r)~ 
The error of best rational approximation is 
E,,(g; r) := inf{ llg - Rllr : R of type (m, rr) and analytic in IzI I r}. 
Also, the normalized error is 
nmn(g; r) := Emn(g; r)l’(m+n+l). 
R;,(g; r) denotes a best rational approximant of type (m, n) to g, so that it is of 
type (m, n), is analytic in IzI 5 r, and satisfies 
llg - %,(g; r)ll, = &&; r>. 
By (x) we denote the largest integer 5 x. We begin by recalling a special case of 
Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 3.3 in [8, p. 506, p. 5141: 
Lemma 2.1. Let {mj}T= 1and {nj}T= , be increasing sequences ofpositive integers 
with 
lim ~ - mi+r _ lim ?+I _ lim mj= 1. 
j+m Wlj j-m nj J’ + 03 nJ, 
Let CX, /3, y > 0 andf be analytic in {z : IzI 5 max{o, ,C?, y}}. 
(a) Given 6 > 0, we havefor large enough j,
(4) E??ljTZj(f; a) 5 EtX,Tl~(f;P)1-6’ 
(b) Assume thatfor all small enough 0 < E, 6 < 1, we have 
(5) ll;m_~fl?((l-E)~~),((l-E)n/)(f~Y)l~~j~j(f~Y)l+b > O. 
Let Rj = pj/qj be a rational function of type (mj, nj), j 2 1, with the following 
property: Given 6 > 0, we have for large enough j 
(6) IIfe -PjII, I IIqjIIaE~,nj(f;~)1-6. 
Then the number ofpoles, counting multiplicity, of Rj in any fixed compact set, is 
o(ni), j --+ 00. Znparticular, this is truefor {[mj/nj]}T=, and {RGj.,(f; /?)}i”_,. 
Next, we recall a lemma of Gonchar-Grigorjan: 
Lemma 2.2. Letf be analytic in {z : ]z] 5 r}, exceptforpoles of totalmultiplicity 
m, none lying on ]z] = r. Let A,(f) denote the analytic part off in {z : ]z] 5 r}, 
that isf minus the sum of itsprincipalparts in {z : IzI < r}. Then 
IMf )ll, I 7m2]]f 11,. 
Proof. See [4], [5]. For sharper results, see [13]. •I 
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Recall the definition of one-dimensional Hausdorff outer measure/content: 
For K c @, 
ml(K) := inf E d(Bi) : K C c Bj; Bj has diameter d(Bj) . 
j=1 j=1 > 
Lemma 2.3. (a) Let U # 0 be a polynomial of degree 5 n. Let 0 < E 5 r. Then 
we can$nd (T E (r - 2e, r) such that 
(7) II UII, 
12er n 
minlzlZIr [U(z)1 ’ 7 ( > 
(b) Let 4 be a polynomial of degree 5 j, j 2 1. Assume that the number of zeros 
of Uj is o(j) in each compact set as j + 00. Thengiven < u < randS > 0, wecan 
jindfor large enough j, Xj E (u, r) such that 
(8) II vill, < (1 + S)j. 
mini,1 = Aj I uj(z> I - 
Proof. We remark first that the results of this lemma are well known, and a 
sharper form of (7) appears in [3]. However, we sketch the proof as the results 
are not formally stated in papers that have already appeared. 
(a) Split U = cVW, where c # 0; V, W are manic of degree Y, w respectively; 
V has zeros in IzI > 2r; and W has zeros in IzI 5 2r. Now for ja( 2 2r, (tl = r, 
Izl I r, 
t-a 
/-I 
< 1 + It/al < 3 
z-a - 1 - Iz/aI - ’ 
so 
(9) - I I Vt) < 3” V(z) - , ItI = r, I.4 5 r. 
Next, by Cartan’s lemma [l, p. 1741, 
IW)I L ; WY 
( 1 
z E @\3, 
where ml(3) 5 E. By an easy covering argument, E := {IzI : z E 3} also has 
ml(&) 5 E. Then we can choose 0 E (r - 2.5, r)\E so that the circle IzI = u does 
not intersect 3. Consequently 
Together with (9), this gives the result. 
(b) This is rather similar to (a). We write Uj = cj 5 Wj, where Cj # 0, and 5, 
Wj are manic of degree Vi, wj respectively; L$ has zeros in IzI > A; and Wj has 
zeros in IzI 5 A. Here A is a fixed large positive number. As in (a), 
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Similarly, we have for E := (r - 0)/2, 
where Aj E (a,r). By hypothesis, wj = o(j), j -+ 00. Then choosing A large 
enough, we can complete the proof as in (a). q 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us fix r > s > r with 
0 
2 
(10) 5 < 8P 
where 8 is as in (1). We may also assume that f is analytic in {z : r 5 IzI 5 T}. 
Let us choose S to be the manic polynomial of degree 1, say, whose zeros are the 
poles off in {z : Izj < r}, repeated according to multiplicity, so that g := f S is 
analytic in ]z] 5 r and meromorphic in @. It is easy to see from (1) and 
Lemma 2.1 (a) that 
(11) limsupEn,,_r(g;r)11”2 5 8 < 1. 
a+03 
The same result applies to E,,n _ l(g; s). So we can choose an infinite sequence N 
of positive integers such that 
(12) n EN H rln,n-r(g;s) I q/+&i& k < n. 
We break the rest of the proof into several steps: 
Step 1: Show that [n/n] has o(n) poles, n E N, in each compact set. 
Note first that by choice of N, Lemma 2.1(b) shows that for n + co, n E N, 
R’ .,._Ag;$ =: P;/&-, h as o(n) poles in each compact set. We shall show that 
the same is true for [n/n] = p,,/q,,. By Hermite’s contour integral error formula, 
(13) S(f - b/4)(4 = j+ J (Sf -R,:,-,)(t) (qnqn*_J(t) E 
0 (WL)(Z) t 
2n+ldt 
. 7r IfI=s t-z 
Using Lemma 2.3(a), we see that we can choose a, E (r, (r + s)/2) such that 
Ilwc-ills 
minlzl=, lw&,lb) ’ ‘“’ 
where C depends only on r, s. Hence for some Cl # Ci (n), 
By the Gonchar-Grigorjan lemma, Lemma 2.2, for some C2 # Cz(n), 
(14) llg - &(Sbl4)ll, I C;En,n-k4. 
We claim that for large n, A, (S[n/n]) is a rational function of type (n, n - r). To 
see this, recall that by the Nuttall-Pommerenke theorem, [n/n] converges in 
ml -measure to f, and hence each pole off attracts poles of [n/n], according to 
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multiplicity. (See for example, [6, p. 4221 for this well-known fact.) Thus for 
large n, [n/n] has > I poles in (z] 5 r, so A,(S[n/n]) is indeed of type (n,n - 1). 
Recall that r < a,. Then (14) and the faster than geometric decay of En, n _ 1 and 
Lemma 2.1 (a) show that 
llg - &Wl4)ll, I G,n-dg;r)‘-“, 
for n large enough and given S > 0. Hence (6) of Lemma 2.1 is fulfilled for the 
rational function A, (S[n/n]). H ence it has o(n) poles in {z : CT,, 5 IzJ 5 a} for 
each fixed a, and these are the poles of [n/n] there. 
We require (unfortunately) an additional argument to show that [n/n] has 
o(n) poles in {z : IzI < a,}. Let k, + I denote the total multiplicity of poles of 
[n/n] in this ball. Let e, 6 > 0. If k, > cn, for a subsequence of N, and some fixed 
E > 0, then A,(S[n/n]) is of type ((n(1 - E)), (n(1 - c)) - I). So Lemma 2.1(a) 
and then (14) give for large n (recall r < u,J 
E(,(~-,)),(~(l-~))-f(g;S) 5 E(,(l-,)),(n(~-E))--(g;r)1-6 
5 (cp,,.-l(g;~))‘-6. 
Taking 2(n(l - E)) - I + lth roots, gives for large n E N, 
rl(n(l-&)),(n(l-E))-_[(g;S) I %,*-l(g;4 
((2n-I+l)(l-2S))/(2(n(l-&))-I+l) 
< %,n-d&4 
if n is large enough, and S < c/2. This contradicts the choice (12) of N. Thus, we 
have shown that [n/n] has O(H) poles in each compact set, as n + 00, n E N. 
Step 2: Estimate g - S[n/n]. 
Fix S > 0. Since qnq;_( has o(n) zeros in each compact set as n + 00, n E N, 
Lemma 2.3(b) and (13) give for some A, E (r, s) and large n E N, 
(15) llg - q44Il~” I (1 + w%,.-,(w). 
Now for large n E N, choose the least m = m(n) > n such that 
nm,m-f(g;r) I %,n-&?;s). 
Next note that as r > s, 
%I,,-&;r) > %,n-1(g;.+ 
Thus m(n) > n + 1 and also 
(16) rlm,m-l(g;+ I %,“-&Y;s) < %-l,m-l-/(g;+ 
We claim that our choice of m ensures that R&,, _ [(g; T) has o(m) poles in each 
compact set, form = m(n), n + oo through N. For if m > k > n, 
WC,&l(KT) > %,n-&;s) L %?I,,-&;~) 
while by choice of N, for j < n, 
Vq,-l(g;T) 5 Qn,n-l(g;s) 5 Vj,j-l(g;s) 5 77j,j-l(g;T)1-s 
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for given S > 0 andj 1 jo(S), by Lemma 2.1(a). Thus 
nm,,,-&;r) I nk,k-,(g;r)‘-‘, i0(6) 5 k < m, 
and Lemma 2.1 (b) gives our assertion. Furthermore, (16) implies that for large 
enough n, 
Then (15) gives for large n E N, (recall X, < r) 
IIR;,,_,(g;r) - w~lIlx” 5 (1 + ~)2”&,n-lk;~). 
Let us write R;,,_,(g;r) =: PL/~L_~ and recall that [n/n] = p,,/q,,. Multi- 
plying this last inequality by the denominators qnqA_[ and then using the 
Bernstein-Walsh inequality twice gives 
Ibiqn - ~PnLll., I (1 + fJ92n ; 0 m+nll~~4~_,Il~~~,“-r~~;s~. 
Dividing by qnqA_ I and using Lemma 2.3(b) shows that for large n E N, and 
some Q, E (s, r), 
ll~;,,-~k;4 - w~lII,n 5 (1 + @3n 
0 
m+ll 
5 En,,-&;s). 
Finally, recalling our choice of m = m(n), we obtain 
(17) llg - ~[dnllla. 1. (1 + 6j4* ; 0 m+nEn,n-r(m). 
Step 3: Deduce inequalities for En, n _ I and E,,,, ,, _ I. 
Let us assume that [n/n] has at least k, + 2 poles in (z] 5 r. Applying the 
Gonchar-Grigorjan lemma to (17) and using the fact that A,(S[n/n]) has type 
(rr - k,,, n - k, - I), (recall that on > S) we obtain 
(18) En-k,,n-k.-l(g;s) 5 (1 + b)5n ; 
0 
m+fl 
E,,,-r(g;s). 
But by the choice (12) of n E N, 
(19) En,,-rk.4 1’(2n-‘+1) 5 &_k,,+-kn-[(g;s) 
1/(2n-2k.-1+1) 
so we obtain 
(20) E,,._r(g;s)(-2k”)‘(2”-1+1) < (1 + 6)5n ; m+n. 
0 
Assuming that k, = I gives from (16), 
0 
m+?l 
Vm-l,m-l-l(g;T) -2 5 v n,n-,(g;s)-2 5 (1 +6)5” ; . 
Taking (m - 1)th roots and letting n -+ co through N, m = m(n), and recalling 
that S may be made arbitrarily small, gives 
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0 
2 
limsupE,_~,,-~_~(g;7)-“(m-1)2 < F < e-l, 
which contradicts (11) (recall (10)). 
Thus for large n E N, the only poles of [n/n] in IzI 5 r, are the I poles at- 
tracted to the I poles off. q 
In the proof of Theorem 2, we need: 
Lemma 2.4. Let T > s > Y > CT. Let 1, S, g be as in the proof of Theorem 1. As- 
sume the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
(a) The numberofpolesof Rz,,_,(g; s) and Ri,,_,(g; T) and [n/n] (tof) is o(n) 
in each compact set. 
(b) 
(21) lim rln,n-r(g;s)/rln,n-l(g;cz) = t n-+lx 
and 
(22) ~~~317n,“-[(g;~)/17n,n_z(g;~) =;. 
(c) Iffor large n, m = m(n) is chosen to be the least integer 2 n such that 
%l,m-z(g;7) 5 %,n-r(g;s) 
then 
Jimmm(n)/n = 1. 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.3 in [9]. First note that since f 
is analytic in Izj 5 C, 
(23) Eqn-&;o) I IIS(f -R;_,,,_,(f;dll, 5 G&z-r,n-r(f;a). 
Similarly, 
(24) En,n(f;a) I $g-R;,,-l g;g 
II ( ))I/ 
5 GE,,,-r(g; c). 
L7 
(a) Given S > 0, Lemma 2.1(a) gives for large enough n, 
&,n-t(g;s) I &,,-r(g;o)‘-” 5 (C,E,-r,.-r(f;~))1-6. 
Thus for large n and k 2 n, 
by (23), (24) and our hypothesis on v,,( f; c). Thus given 61 > 0, we have for 
large n, and some jo, 
(25) 77n,n-&zs) I vj,j-r(g;s)‘-6’, n - l2i >i0. 
Then Lemma 2.1(b) shows that R;.,_,(g; s) has o(n) poles in each compact set. 
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Similarly this is true for R;,,_l(g; T). The corresponding assertion for [n/n] 
follows from Lemma 2.1(b) and our hypothesis on {n&-; g)}T=,. 
(b) Let [n/n - /lg = ~,,/&,_r denote the (n, n - I) Pad& approximant to g. 
Note first that (25) and Lemma 2.1 (b) also show that [n/n - $ has o(n) poles in 
each compact set. Write R&,(g; s) = p;/q,*_l. Hermite’s contour integral 
error formula gives 
k - R;,.-,(w))(t) @n-l q;_J(t) 2n-r+1dt 
s t-z 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can use Lemma 2.3(b) (and if necessary also 
Lemma 2.2) to deduce that for a given 6, E > 0, 
2n-1 
(1 + S)“En,n-r(g;s). 
Taking (2n - I + 1)th roots, and letting 6, E + 0, gives 
(26) limsuprln,n-r(8;a)lrln,n-z(g;s) I %. 
n+lx 
The other direction is more difficult. Fix E > 0 and write 
j := j(n) := n + (E12). 
Given S > 0, Lemma 2.1 (a) shows that for large enough n, 
Ej,j-r(g;r) I Ej,j-l(g;c)1-6 5 (ClEj-I,j-,(f;a))1-6 
by (23). Taking (2j - 1 + 1)th roots, gives for large n, 
Vj,j-/(g;T) 5 17j-l,j-l(f;g)1-26 I %~n(f;~)'-~" I Vn,n-l(g;o)'-36 
by our hypothesis on {vkk(f; a)}:_ and (24). Then 
Ej,j-l(g;r) 5 E~,~_~(g~~)~1~36~~~2i~1~1~‘~2n~1~1~~ < E,,n_l(g;O) 
if 6 = 6(~) < c/3 and n is large enough. Thus 
(27) Ej,j-/(g; r) < &,n-l(g; g), n > no. 
Then for such 12, 
Much as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can ‘blow up’ this estimate to ]z] < 7: 
Since Ri:j _ [(g; T), Ri, n _ [(g; 0) have o(n) poles in each compact set, we can find 
X, E (s, r) such that for a given 6 > 0, 
IIRj:j-/kT) -Ri,n-lk;~)II,n 52 i 
0 
jt-n 
(1 + ~)j+%,n-dg; c) 
and hence 
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llg - q,,_,(w)ll~” I 3 ; J+n(l + S)i+YE,,,-l(g;a), 
0 
for large n. Taking analytic parts of Ri, n _ ,(g; (T), if necessary, we deduce that 
&,n-r(m) I ; 
0 
j+n 
(1 + 6)j+2n J&-r(g; a). 
Taking (2n - I + 1)th roots, letting S, E + 0; r -+ s+, gives 
limsup77,,.-f(g;s)/lln,n-r(g;~) 1. i. 
n-03 
Together with (26), this gives (21). Of course, (22) is similar. 
(c) This was already proved in (b), but with g replacing S. As at (27), we have 
that j = IZ + (&n) satisfies 
Ej,j-l(g;T) < &,n-1(&S) 
for n 2 no. Then our assertion follows as E may be made arbitrarily small. q 
Proof of Theorem 2(b). We let r > s > I > (T and I, S, g be as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Let us set 
19 := liminf n 
n+cc n,n-l(g;41’“(< 1). 
Choose 131 E (0,l). We may assume that 
(28) 5 < e,‘. 
Also we have 
lirrizf nn,n_l(g;s)e;” = 0. 
Consequently, we can choose an infinite sequence N of positive integers such 
that 
(29) n EN H nn,n-r(g;44-n < nk,4g;+Y, k < n. 
In particular, then for n E N, 
rln,n-dg;4 < rlk,k-&;4, k < n 
and the exact same proof of Theorem 1 (with m = m(n) chosen as at (16)) gives 
(18): Let 6 > 0. If [n/n] has 2 k,, + I poles in IzI 5 r, then for large n E N, 
(30) ‘%k.,n-k&(&S) 2 (1 +@” ; 
0 
m+ll 
&,n-dg;4. 
BY (291, 
E,,._I(g;s)“‘2”-1+1’ < ~,_k.,n-k,-~(g;s)1”2”-2kn-‘+1’elk, 
whence (30) gives 
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0 
m+n 
E _I(g.s)(-2k”)l(2”-I+1) < (1 + q5n 7 
n,n 7 
. 
- 
r 
Let us now set k,, = 1. Since Lemma 2.4(c) shows m = n( 1 + o(l)), we obtain 
19,~ 5 limsup n 
n+CX,neN 
n,n-[(g;.s-2’” 5 (1 + q5 5 
0 
2. 
Here we may let 6 + O+, and we obtain a contradiction to (28). Thus for large 
n E N, the only poles of [n/n] in ]z] < r are those attracted by the poles off. •I 
Proof of Theorem 2(a). We shall refer back to the proof of Theorem 1 where 
possible. Let r > s > I > g as in the proof of Theorem 1, and also let 1, S, g = 
f S be as in that proof. 
Step 1: Estimate g - S[n/n]. 
Write [n/n](tof) =pJq,, and R;,,_,(g; s) =p;/q;_,. Since(byLemma2.4(a)) 
qnq;_[ has o(n) zeros in each compact set as n + 00, we deduce from 
Lemma 2.3(b) and (13) that given S > 0, we have for large n and some 
A, E (r,s), that 
llg - S[~l~l]l~, I (1 + V%l,n-r(g;s). 
Using Lemma 2.4(b), we obtain 
0 
2n 
IlR;,,-k4 - W411xn IQ +6j2” ; Kv-hw) 
for large enough n. Now we ‘blow up’ this estimate to ]z] < r, using 
Lemma 2.3(b), much as in the proof of Theorem 1. We obtain that for large 
enough n and some a, E (s, T), 
0 
4n 
IIR;,,_kd - W411,n I (1 + @3n ; Gv-dg;s). 
Hence for large enough n, 
0 
4n 
(31) llg - w~lll,n 5 0 + q4n 5 &,n-r(w). 
Step 2: Complete the proof. 
We already know that [n/n] has 2 1 poles in ]z] 5 r. If [n/n] has > k, + 1 poles 
in IzI 5 r, then A,(S[n/n]) is of type (n - k,, n - k,, - I), so (31) gives 
&-k.,n-k.-l(g;S) < (1 + a)5n 
Using Lemma 2.4(b) gives for large enough n 
-2k,, 
We already know k, = o(n). This remark, and (23), (24) give 
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If k,, 2 1, we already have our conclusion. Otherwise, 
%l,n-r(f;o) - l/&-2/+1) < E,_k,,n_k”(f;(T)1/(2n-2k.+1) 
and (32) gives 
0 
4n 
E,_l._r(f;o)(-2(k”-1))/(2n-2’+1) < (1 +#” I 
- r ’ 
Here as S may be made arbitrarily small and r may be arbitrarily close to r, we 
obtain 
k,-l=o 
n2 
> I b%I,n-df;~)l ’ 
as required. •I 
Proof of Theorem 2(c). Since f has no poles, Theorem 2(a) and our hypoth- 
esis (1) show that the number of poles of [n/n] in Jz[ 5 r is 
( n2 O ( log&&-; fr)I > = O(l). 
Hence the result. 0 
3. CONSEQUENCES AND EXTENSIONS 
We restricted the generality of Theorems 1 and 2 in order to reduce the 
technicalities of the proofs. In this section, we indicate extensions and con- 
sequences of the theorems. 
(i) The conclusion of Theorems 1 and 2 apply to sequences of rational ap- 
proximants other than Pad6 approximants. For example, they apply to the 
multipoint Padt approximant R,, to f, if all the interpolation points lie in a 
compact set independent of n. 
(ii) We may consider sequences other than the main diagonal. For example, 
we may consider {[n/n + k]}z= I with k a fixed positive integer. Here the proofs 
go through with minor changes. More general sequences { [m~/n~]}~f 1 involve 
more complicated formulations. 
(iii) If we assume only that f is meromorphic in IzI < 1, and (1) holds, then 
we may still prove BGW for f as in Theorem 1, but because n-o(n) poles leave 
only (z/ < 1, and not every compact set, we can only prove BGW in a neigh- 
bourhood of 0. To obtain BGW in all of JzI < 1, we need to replace (1) by the far 
stricter hypothesis 
lim &n(0)+’ = 0. 
n-m 
(iv) It is possible to weaken the hypothesis in Theorem 2 that 
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{Ema 6-4 1’(2n+1J}~zn,, is non-increasing. We may, for example, replace it by the 
following: For each 6 > 0, there exist ks, no such that for n 2 no, n/2 < k 5 n, 
Emi (0) l/(*n+l) < (I +~)Ekk(cr)‘~(2k+1). 
Also, instead of taking (2n + 1)th roots, we could take nth roots: Our choice of 
(2n + 1) merely simplifies application of the results of [8]. 
(v) Whenf is meromorphic of finite order and {En,,(~)1’~2”~1)}~~o=no is n n- 
increasing, Theorem 2(a) shows that [n/n] has CI(~/ log n) poles in each compact 
set. The standard techniques of Pad6 convergence theory then give 
where E has Hausdorff dimension 0. More generally this is true if rather than f 
meromorphic of finite order, we assume 
lim sup E&f; CT)“~“+] < 1. 
n-cc 
(This is satisfied by many functions of infinite order.) These assertions do not 
follow from the Nuttall-Pommerenke theorem, which shows only that a sub- 
sequence of {[n/n]}:= 1 converges outside a set of logarithmic capacity 0 and 
hence of Hausdorff dimension 0. Moreover, a well-known counterexample of 
Wallin [17] shows that our assertion is not true for general entire f. So a mild 
regularity condition on the errors of best approximation gives an improvement 
of the conclusion of the Nuttall-Pommerenke theorem, and a companion to 
Wallin’s theorem [17] on convergence of {[n/n]}:= , outside sets of Hausdorff 
a-dimensional 0. 
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